ABSTRACT DNA computing provides new molecular mechanism for storing and processing information. DNA macrostructures are bases of specially designed algorithms realized by so called soft hardware applications. To obtain these structures a special DNA sequences design tool is required. In this paper comparison of two such computer programs was provided. In our program a custom genetic algorithm with new hybrid operators was involved in creating a set of DNA chains. The second program written by Winfree makes random changes using a given set of short constant forbidden fragments.
INTRODUCTION
Cooperation of computer scientists and genetic engineers developed a new information technology based on computing utilizing molecules during chemical reactions. Investigations indicate that some chemical compounds can be used to store and process information on molecular scale. Especially organic substances used in biology are well suited for this purpose e.g. nucleic acids and proteins. This new methodology is called DNA computing.
First DNA computing method was invented by Adleman [1] . He demonstrated how to solve NP-complete combinatorial and graph problem of finding the Hamilton path that is very difficult to solve for conventional computers. His work began in this field further research, which was reported in many papers describing new DNA computing applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It has been demonstrated that DNA computing is suitable for programming in logic [9, 10] and for solving NP-complete problems [9] . For example DNA computing molecular inference systems [3] are a first step towards creation of the fifth computer hardware generation based on logic and the Prolog language structure. And multidimensional DNA computing leads in future to applications of molecular electronics in at least three dimensions. Emerging from it three dimensional molecular structures used in molecular computing algorithms enable creating special macromolecules conducting electrons. With such electronic molecules it will be possible to develop alternative architectures of extremely miniaturized computers. Thus, multidimensional DNA structures are bases for constructing alternative massively parallel computer architectures [5, 7, 8] .
Single DNA chains of nucleotides made of four bases A,T,G,C have two different 5' and 3' ends. Such two single chains oriented in the opposite directions can connect and create double chains during process of hybridization ( A, C from one chain is complementary with T, G from the second chain, respectivly, creating complementary pairs) . Double chains consist of complementary base pairs. Due to this reaction the oligonucleotides may connect with each other during concatenation process called ligation forming longer DNA chains [13] .
A sequence of such operations on DNA chains is called an algorithm. But in the typical DNA computing algorithm this sequence is determined by a model of DNA chains similar to the soft hardware specialized architecture driven here by heating, cooling and connected with them operations on DNA. Together the operation sequence and the model make computation possible.
Both programs named Skalar and DNA-Design (by Winfree) are designed to optimize DNA sequences of given scheme single and double chains, which together can join and create two or three dimensional nanostructures, which may be useful in creating future powerful molecular, massively parallel computers. Optimization task requires searching for unintended complementary base pairs not included in the given scheme so called mismatches and eliminate them by inserting other base pairs. [14] belong to typical computation techniques that can be successfully applied to NP-hard optimization problems e.g. for optimizing functions with many local and one global optima. They consist of selections and different types of genetic operators that are repeated in cycles on population individuals.
In this problem [2] the given chain set with correct hybridizations as joints is like the function and the sequence of nucleotides is ascii coded. Each of these nucleotides is described by one ascii character.
When an existing hybridization is not included in the chain set model, then it is an error and is called a mishybridization. Here a fitness of such the chain set is proportional to a value of all chain mishybridizations with itself and other chains. The task of the optimization was to find a DNA oligonucleotide chain set, which hybridizes only in one correct way defined in the input file Scheme.txt this means with a fitness value equal to zero.
The hybrid genetic algorithm has been applied in the task of choosing DNA sequences for molecular computing and executed on a defined in a file Scheme.txt chain set. The program consists of the following genetic algorithm steps: 1. input data reading and beginning population creating; 2. setting the algorithm specific parameters; 3. all mishybridization and fitness chain set value evaluating; 4. the tournament selection; 5. reproduction: putting the best solutions in the place of the worst ones and into the special elite group of the best ones, classical crossover and mutation, hybrid crossover and mutation; 6. all mishybridization and fitness chain set value evaluating; 7. if the STOP condition is not satisfied, go to the point 4; 8. writing of the best solutions to the output files. The STOP condition is usually connected with a number of generations this means ioops from the point 4 to the point 7 of the mentioned algorithm.
Evaluating of Optimization Results
Evaluating of all two-chain hybridizations consists in partial estimation of each hybridization case that can appear. In Fig. 1 it is shown how to process the analysis of chain complementarity. One chain shifts sliding under another one (in this case its copy) one nucleotide by one nucleotide and all matching base pairs with complementary bonds A with T or G with C are called hybridizations. Starting from the double fragment beginning progressive base pairs searching is marked with gray color. A base pair GC value equals 3, and a base pair A=T value equals 2. In the first case from Fig. 1 all hybridizations (two pairs GC and two pairs A=T) have a value equal to 10. In the second case their value is equal to 6 (two GC base pairs), and there is no hybridization in the third case. =e (1) where: N = L81 + L32 -1 -a number of hybridizations, L81 -a number of nucleotides in the first chain, L82 -a number of nucleotides in the second chain, e -a value of th hybridization.
It is worth mentioning that a relative error value, a relative error average value, a threshold overflow value are denoted by: 
Classical Operators
The tournament selection is an operation of choosing chains with better fitness chain set value from the chain set population in order to create the next loop better chain population or perform some operations on them. First a defined tournament group of chains is chosen with uniform probability from the whole population. Second from this group one or two chains with the best fitness chain set value are chosen. In the program two reproduction operator groups were implemented: the first classical one including typical crossover and mutation operators, the second hybrid one with division operators. Apart from these groups, an operation, that eliminates single fragments with the same type of nucleotides, was added e.g. for its parameter equal to 3 an exemplary chain: ATGGGGGGGGGCTTG will be changed to the following one: ATGGxGGxGGGCTTG where: x -is a nucleotide of type A, T or C.
The crossover operation exchanges randomly chosen fragments between two chains selected from a generated with uniform probability chain list. In this case two-point crossover is utilized. Two points at the ends or between nucleotides are randomly chosen and parts between them are exchanged. The mutation operation changes randomly with uniform distribution a chosen nucleotide type to another one.
Hybrid Custom Operators
Division operations were invented in order to speed up a process of optimization. A fitness chain set value emerges directly from interactions among set chains. The optimization task for chains is to connect them with each other with the greatest probability in the way described in the scheme file Scheme.txt. The more double fragments in the correct places or the longer they are, the greater is probability of the connection. Thus, division operations eliminate or divide with the use of typical mutation redundant mishybridizations and selfmishybridizations in order to increase the previously mentioned probability. Division operation is usually executed on chains with the longest mishybridizations. Such a strategy quickly profits by efficient solution quality improvement. However, the chain modification depends on a chosen division operation. Operator muti changes one nucleotide in one part of one mishybridization, multimuti -one nucleotide in one part of each mishybridization, mut3 -each nucleotide in one part of one mishybridization, multimut3 -each nucleotide in one part of each mishybridization, mut5 -each nucleotide change in every part of one mishybridization, multimut5 -each nucleotide change in every part of each mishybridization. Operation hcrosl exchanges one base pair in one hybridization, multihcrosl -one base pair in each hybridization, hcros3 -base pair half in one hybridization, multihcros3 -base pair half in each hybridization, hcros5 -each base pair in one hybridization, multihcros5 -each base pair in each hybridization.
Usually, a base pair, in which one chosen at random nucleotide is mutated, is selected by its position in the middle of the longest mishybridization part chosen by a division operation. The change of one nucleotide means that in the chosen from selected mishybridization base pair one of two nucleotides changes its kind e.g from A to G or C or T. The exchange means that base pair nucleotides exchange their places from one chain to another and in the opposite direction e.g. in Fig. 2 in a base pair denoted by II a nucleotide A is moved to a nucleotide T place and T to an A place e.g. hcrossS operates on a half of chain nucleotides, hcross5 on each nucleotide. Thus, on the contrary hcross operators are executed on the correct defined in the scheme file hybridizations or slightly possible mishybridizations. Performing on each appropriate hybridization multi operators make more modifications, but it should be considered that only chains with ppe > 1 are corrected by the division operators. The empeix parameter is changed from time to time during program execution in order to assure that a number of chain pairs is not greater than the twofold chain number. Thus, empeixk is the kth chain set quality measure. For ernpeix< 1 its change step is equal to 0.01, and for empeix 1 equal to 0.1.
THE DNA-DESIGN STRUCTURE
In Winfree's DNA-Design a fitness function determines a number of unintended sequences, which are generated at the beginning. The program generates next solution by random changes of the best solution found in previous iterations. Algorithm execution will end when the solution with the fitness value equal to 0 is found or after a change level of the best solution exceeds a given value.
In DNA-Design the following algorithm was used as depicted in Fig. 3: 1 . Set program parameters:
. -frac = 1/(2 * n) -nucleotide mutation probability, .
-decay = 0.95 -nucleotide mutation probability change coefficient, .
-marked = zeros(1, n) -reset of probability change counters, .
-bestS -random set of variable with best solution.
Set a new solution by random -nS.
3. Choose with probability 1 -frac nucleotides, which are to be identical with BestS nucleotides. 4. If nS == bestS then frac = frac/decay, goto 2.
Increase nucleotide nS counters different from bestS by one.
6. Evaluate a value of the fitness function for nS.
7. If nS is not better than bestS then frac = decay * frac.
8. If nS is better than bestS then bestS = nS, reset nucleotide change counters and frac = frac/decay.
9. If a value of fitness function for bestS is equal to 0 or the least ferquently changed nucleotide was mutated ten times then STOP.
Goto 4.
The algorithm starts from random solution, creates in each iteration new solutions by random chosen nucleotide mutations with probability frac. The mutation probability increases if the new solution is not worse than the best one, otherwise it decreases.
OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
In Skalar the genetic algorithm tries to find optimal solution with an optimal value of fitness function, which in this case is proportional to the number of unintended complementary DNA sectors, which consist of unintended complementary base pairs creating together double fragments without any gap.
At the beginning exemplary scheme chain sequences are chosen by random. Eliminating of bad complementary joints is done by special operator, which replaces nucleotides of the longest unintended complementary fragments by such nucleotides which create the gap within complementary base pairs. Nucleotides A,T,G,C can be ordered in any sequence, but are not allowed to repeat too many times e.g. AAAA or GGG. Algorithm execution ends when the solution with the fitness value equal to 0 is found (no unintended double joints) or after a given iteration number. During all tests Skalar parameters were the following: the number of population was equal to 30, mutation probability equals 0.05, hybrid operator probability equals 1 or 0.9, crossover probability -0.15, the number of the best individual -2, the number of individuals in the tournament selection was equal to 3 and two of them were always chosen.
The One Chain Set Scheme Comparison
The exemplary DNA chain set with optimized by Skalar DNA sequences is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The new way of creating input chain scheme files allows optimization of whatever chain set that can be designed with as many as needed chains, double fragments and sticky ends. The contents of the Scheme.txt input file describing the exemplary set are placed below. Solutions obtained by Skalar are much better e.g. one 6-nucleotide mismatch is seen in Fig. 4 and there is no longer unintende1 complementary double fragments or with the same length ones, but in Fig. 7 more, even longer unintended double fragments are depicted. Winfree's program generates solutions containing sequences from nature or at least not from generated set of forbidden short single DNA sequences, so the solution space is a subset of the Skalar optimization space. where: lj -the number of iterations in Skalar, ii -the number of iterations in DNA-Design, licz0 -genetic population size in Skalar. Average values of the fitness function for the best solution from each scheme optimization (0 is the best solution) were given in Tab. 1.
CONCLUSIONS
After Skalar comparison with the well-known tool among DNA set designers called DNA-Design utilizing three chain sets it should be mentioned that the Skalar hybrid method is very efficient in optimizing and very often better or more universal than other approaches. Result quality dependency on utilized operators and different input parameters was analyzed. The performed tests prove, that the best results are obtained only with use of new hybrid division operators.
